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2017 — Meanwhile, in Marseille, France:
The “Big Data Observatory of Public 
Tranquility” project is announced...



  

« Safe City » projects proliferate over 
France
Predictive policing, drones, sound sensors, 
automatic video surveillance... as-of July 2022
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In Europe, and all over the world
Upcoming EU regulation,
predictive policing in the US,
social credit & facial recognition in China,
Turning On Darwin in Australia… 



  

Technologies and strategies tested 
and refined in the digital space are 
taken to the physical world
Putting our (shared) expertise to good use



  

The 
Technopolice 
campaign
La Quadrature
Du Net 



  

Main website 
https://technopolice.fr
Open window into the campaign + collective resources

https://technopolice.fr/


  

Technopolice forum 
forum.technopolice.fr
Connect citizens, activists, researchers, journalists, …
Get involved, share information, coordinate actions, debate

http://forum.technopolice.fr/


  

Shared document database
Uwazi on data.technoplice.fr: organise, analyse and 
publish documents related to “Safe City” projects 
(FOIA documents, reports, legal texts and 
jurisprudence, activism toolkits)

http://data.technopolice.fr/


  

Good old name & shame 
https://technopolice.fr/entreprises/
Who makes this possible and benefits from the markets?

https://technopolice.fr/


  

SecureDrop 
www.technopolice.fr/leak
Leaking platform for “Safe City” workers 
and other whistleblowers

http://www.technopolice.fr/leak


A powerful tool : FOIA requests
(Freedom Of Information Act)
against systemic opacity and foot-in-the-door 
strategies in surveillance projects



  

Mapping
local OpenStreetMap 
organisations document local 
deployments



  

Street actions 



  

Street actions
“Please report yourself in case of 
suspicious behaviour” graffiti 
inspired by the campaign



  

Art interventions and 
exhibitions
To raise awareness of both 
the issue and the 
Technopolice campaign



Art interventions and 
exhibitions
To raise awareness of both 
the issue and the 
Technopolice campaign



  

Three years of Technopolice (and beyond)
Legal actions (and more to come)

- Saint-Étienne backs off street microphones
- Facial recognition high-school entry gates banned in PACA
- Paris Police stops flying illegal drones over demonstrators (and starts 
again)
- Orléans: street microphones (that don’t “listen” )🙄
- Marseille case goes on
- Elsewhere: San Francisco, Boston, Portland, Minneapolis ban facial 
recognition



  

Why?

undesirable

unreliable
expensive
on purpose

green washing &
technosolutionism

dystopian triangle



Next
Steps



The Paris Olympics: the next big 
Surveillance City experiment
Both gov and private sector upfront about it
A special law likely in the works



The Paris Olympics: the next big 
Surveillance City experiment

Technosolutionism in full swing
June 22 Champions League Stade de France 
debacle an omen



Group action (class action) against 
the French Ministry of the Interior
3 years of documenting, time for action
Replicating the success
of our 2019 GAFAM
campaign
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Thank you <3
Reach out:
 @laquadrature@mamot.fr
 @laquadrature@twitter.com
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